
The Steadiest Pour 
ME303 Fluid Mechanics 

Fall 2016 – Prof Brown / Prof Bird 
Design Challenge 

 
Your challenge is to design and 3D print a funnel that drains 
water such that it lands on a scale which measures a constant 
number during the entire pour. You must use the principles of fluid 
mechanics (in particular Bernoulli’s equation of motion and 
control volume analysis) to design the funnel such that the sum of 
the weight of water already poured and the force required to slow 
the water currently falling is constant.  
 
Scoring:  

- The force during the pour will be recorded and the average 
absolute deviation between the expected force and the 
measured force will represent the score.  Lowest score wins.  

- Since the score is based upon an average, faster is not 
necessarily better. 

Prizes:  
- All teams that register a successful pour will receive 2 extra credit points on a midterm.  
- The winning team will receive an additional 5 extra credit points with the first, second, third, and 

forth runner-ups also receiving an additional  4,3,2, and 1 points, respectively.  
- The team with the most creative design (as decided by the judges), will be awarded an additional 5 

extra credit points.  

Constraints and Parameters: 
(1) The funnel must be designed to fit within a single 60 × 60 × 90 mm3 print region.  
(2) A pour constitutes the funnel being filled with 100 mL of water by the contestant such that it drains 

onto a scale beneath the funnel.  
(3) The water must pass through the funnel. 
(4) The funnel must feature three attachment points constituting ¼” holes arranged symmetrically 

within the top ½” of the funnel.  
(5) Funnels will be attached using the attachment points between 2 and 3 meters above the surface of 

the scale. The contestant is free to choose the precise height within this range. 
(6) Teams consist of at least three and at most four people.  
(7) Designs will be printed using “Formlabs Form 2” 3D printers, the final design cannot include any 

material not printed.  
(8) All designs will be printed together, teams are not permitted multiple prints. 

Timeline and Deliverables: 
- Design challenge is assigned on 11/3/2016. 
- Final teams are due by 11/10/2016 at 5 PM (Register using this google doc). 
- Designs are due 11/20/2016 at 11:59 PM. Submissions must include an STL file for printing and a 

one page pdf with a (1) team name, (2) a list of the team members, (3) a render of the design, and 
(4) a description of the strategy. 

- Design evaluations to be scheduled the week of 12/5/2016. 

https://formlabs.com/3d-printers/form-2/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nQNUmAD52DP2yq7vjOmMRJdkhfClfAZy9hX4CZmap4A/edit?usp=sharing

